In the Data Streaming world, screening for outliers is an often overlooked aspect of the data preparation phase, which is needed to rationalize inferences drawn from the analysis of data. In this paper, we examine the effects of three outlier screens: A Trimming Window, The Box-Plot Screen and the Mahalanobis Screen on the market performance profile of firms traded on the NASDAQ and NYSE. From among seven screening combinations tested, we identify a single screening protocol that is the sequential application of all three screens. This protocol is: (1) simple to program, (2) significantly effective statistically and (3) does not compromise power. This important result demonstrates that for the usual data used by Financial Analysts there is one screening protocol that can be relied upon to satisfy the outlier assumption of the regression model used in generating the usual firm CAPM Return and Risk profile. JEL: Classification: G11, G12, G32, and G30
INTRODUCTION
There is a growing literature on the importance of satisfying the data input assumptions of models that are used to generate inference information. One may readily intuit from the following recent research focusing on inference perturbation due to outliers, that if decision makers ignore assumptions that "qualify" the use of inference models, they risk making decisions based on inaccurate or irrelevant information [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . These citations rationalize the logic that modeling assumptions must be satisfied when information is generated that will be used by Financial Analysts [FA] to develop recommendations regarding investment decisions for traded organizations.
In studying a firm's market performance, it is often the case that FA use two general measures of Return and Risk. Return is traditionally calibrated by the following measures of excess return: Jensen's , the Sharpe Performance Index [SPI] , and the Treynor Performance Index [TPI] ; for the Risk component one usually uses the CAPM which addresses market-indexed relative risk as surrogated by return volatility. To complete the risk calibration, one uses nonmarket or non-systematic risk called idiosyncratic risk [iR] which is surrogated by the residuals of the OLS regression [9] . In studies using these Return and Risk measures, the fundamental model used to produce these profiling measures is the OLS one-stage, two-parameter linear regression [hereafter: -OLS regression]. This regression uses, as the dependent variable, the stock market returns of a firm *Address correspondence to this author at the Department of Statistics, The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA; Tel: +01.518.564.4190; Fax: +01.518.564.4215; E-mail: lusk@wharton.upenn.edu regressed against the independent variable-the time matched returns of the market traditionally surrogated by the S&P500.
In using the -OLS regression as the information generating system, it is well understood that outliers need to be eliminated as one of the assumptions underlying the -OLS regression is that the Y i are independent N( = 0 + 1 x 1 , 2 ) random variables [10] . The implication of this assumption is that the input data must be outlier-free. This requirement is certainly reasonable in the practical world of the FA because asymmetric outliers, even as few as one, change the character of the -OLS regression fit by: (1) reorienting the slope of the regression line, (2) affecting the intercept of the fitted line as the slope reorientation will be a ridged-motion rotation, (3) increasing the -OLS regression variation thus causing the CIs to widen on all estimated parameters and so negatively affecting precision, and finally (4) affecting the nature of the iR-i.e., the residuals of the -OLS regression filter. Thus the effect of outliers is profound; they affect all of the following Return and Risk measures: Jensen's , the SPI, the TPI, the regression slope-, and iR. This is the point of departure of our study, which addresses screening for outliers when the -OLS regression is used by FA as the inference model for market studies of traded firms. Specifically, the purpose of our study is to: We label a single screen that is found to satisfy the outlierassumption independent of the particular Return or Risk measure as the most efficient screen. Efficiency calibration is critical because in a data streaming world the FA cannot spend valuable decision making time deciding upon which screen to use in the data preparation step. The reason for this is that ever since automatic trading algorithms have been in use, circa 1980-i.e., the expert-system-algorithmic versions of the "day-trader"-the time-to-decision has become very short. See [11] for an excellent discussion of the time-to-decision issues in the trading milieu. Therefore, for our purpose efficiency will be calibrated based upon the number of different outlier screening alternatives that are required in using the -OLS regression as the information generating model. The highest level of efficiency then will be if one screen is unconditionally recommended as the necessary screen over all five of the performance measures tested,
2.
Determine if the parameters of the recommended screen(s) from the above set of possible screens could be programmed without decision making intervention from the FA or extensive search conditional-analyses. We label this as the simplicity dimension. The simplicity dimension is then the possibility of creating an Expert System's Screening Protocol whose parameters can be automatically set by the inputted data stream and so can be sensitive to the time-to-decision-imperative. The simplicity issue is fundamental in a data streaming world. Because time is critical, screens that cannot be programmed, and therefore require unique interventions by the FA to set screening parameters, will not be useful,
3.
Determine if there is a statistically significant inferential impact of the screen(s) identified as efficient and simple on the Return and Risk measures. If it is determined that there is no inferential impact between the screened data and the unscreened datathe benchmark-then the screening issue is moot. We label this as the effectiveness dimension, and
4.
Determine if there are statistical power differentials in the application of the various screens-the power dimension. Here we are interested in detection power relative to the Return and Risk measures as we will be electing outlier elimination rather than Winsorizingreplacement. In this context, it is well understood that such screening selectively affects variance. There is a power trade off-as the screen removes data points power falls; however, at the same time as the screen targets high variance data points power is increased. Depending of the results of our screening analysis regarding efficiency, simplicity, and effectiveness there may be power issues to be considered. To be clear as to the nature of this study, we wish to emphasize that our focus addresses outliers in market studies using the -OLS regression to form information on the Return and Risk measures: Jensen's , the SPI, the TPI, , and iR. This focus limits our investigation in the following important way: We cannot speak to how our -OLS regression outlier screening results would compare to: (1) different modeling systems that may be used to measure the five Return and Risk measures, nor (2) other measures of Return and Risk.
Consider now an "en bref" for the following sections of the paper. In the section Elucidation of the Screening Measures, we detail the outlier screening protocols that will be used in filtering the data used in the -OLS regression. We will present how these screening filters are operationalized as the focus of the study is to provide guidance useful in parameterizing these screens. In the next section: Return and Risk Measures, we describe the nature of the classic Return and Risk measures often used by the FA as the decision making variables underlying their stock recommendations. A central question of our study is: Are these Return and Risk measures affected by the screening required by the -OLS regression? If not, the question of screening is moot. In this regard, we will determine: (1) what is the "final" screen that is needed, and (2) are there statistically significant differences for the Return and Risk measures between the No Screening alternative and the Final required screen. Continuing in the next section: The Study: Validation Hypotheses and Results, we describe the dataset used in the study. We have selected as a "validation" time frame a five-year period in the exuberant market of the Bubble-Build-Up in the USA. An operational validation of the screens is the fact that they behave as expected for the data in this accrual period.
Because this time frame is limited to five years, we have used daily market returns to increase detection power. Further, daily return data is the least smoothed return activity available from our EDT download source: WRDS™ which also has monthly return data. Using relatively un-smoothed returns aids comparatively in measuring underlying timerelated volatility association. Finally, daily data is used by most of the data reporting services which report measures of -for example, CRSP™, Ibbotson™, and Morningstar™ to mention a few.
In what follows, we present evidence for the single recommended screen which we find to be the sequential application of the Trimming Window, the Box-Plot and the Mahalanobis Screen: TW&BP&MS. This combination, which comparatively screens the most data points, is: (1) the most efficient, in that it is the same for each of the five performance measures, (2) simple, in that all the sequential filtering blocks can be programmed in Excel, (3) effective as there are meaningful statistically significant differences between the Screening and Non-Screening results, and (4) not found to compromise power. Finally in the section: Summary and Conjecture for the Future: Suggested Extensions, we close the loop by summarizing the study and offering suggestions for further investigations.
ELUCIDATION OF THE SCREENING MEASURES
We now present the three filters used in our study.
Winsorizing and Trimming
Winsorizing was first introduced by [12] who notes:
"Winsor and perhaps others have suggested using for the magnitude of an extreme, poorly known, or unknown observation the magnitude of the next largest (or smallest) observation. We shall show that when symmetry is maintained (or proper adjustment is made) this practice results in estimators of the mean whose efficiencies are scarcely distinguishable from those of best linear estimators. For nonsymmetrical censoring, it is demonstrated that optimum simple estimators of the mean result from these 'Winsorized' estimators".
One recognizes that Winsorizing is just the trimmed mean transformation introduced by [13] or spectral windowing often used in frequency or periodogram studies [14, 15] except that in Winsorizing there is a data specific replacement required for the windowed data points. This creates a slight problem if FA are trying to be sensitive to the moral hazard issue of agenda-serving selective data replacement. This moral hazard possibility may be simply avoided in correlation based studies, such as estimating CAPM market performance, as the strict time series requirements do not have to be served as CAPM inferences are drawn from the -OLS regression model which is founded on correlation and not on time series equal-spacing. Therefore window-trimming [WT] is preferred over Winsorizing in our study context as it is more objective.
As a final note on replacement and elimination; both usually increase precision because the standard error reduction from the variance eliminated is a direct effect for Winsorizing and for Trimming is almost always greater than the standard error increase that occurs due to the reduction of the sample size. This tradeoff in the Trimming case of course raises relative power as an issue which we will explore. For example, according to [3] :
"To examine the effects of outliers in the asset growth distribution, we winsorize the asset growth distribution at the 1% and 99% points of the distribution. Winsorizing the data has the effect of making the asset growth relationship stronger." p. 1632
Consider now our trimming window.
The Trimming Window
The One recognizes that the TW is a parametric screen as it is calibrated using the mean and standard deviation of the data in the data stream.
The next outlier filtering steps recommended are to identify relative distance outliers in (1) the histogram placement in Cartesian Space-i.e., one dimensional and so a non-relational measure and (2) relational or specifically Correlation Space. These two screens provide conceptually independent measures of possible outliers compared to the TW which is a non-relational parametric screen.
The Box Plot
The Box-Plot [BP] was developed by John Tukey ; they are called Box-Plots because they are shaped like a box. The BP is a median centered measure that uses a fixed expansion of the Inter-Quartile Range [IQR] to construct an interval outside of which the points are identified as BPoutliers. We have selected this measure because the TW is parametric as it uses the arithmetic mean and standard deviation to create the trimming interval whereas the BP uses the median and the IQR as the location and dispersion metric and so gives a "Non-Parametric" perspective. This adds a robustness dimension to the data modification procedures.
The BP is in the SAS/JMP Data Description APPPlatform and also is easily programmed in Excel [the MSOffice suite]. We will be using the SAS/JMP -default parameterization that sets the outlier screening interval at: Any D(t) value that falls outside of this interval is marked as a BP outlier. These limits are sometimes called "Whisker-Limits."
The Mahalanobis Screen
The Mahalanobis Screen [MS] is a Correlation Screen due to Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis (1893 Mahalanobis ( -1972 [17] . The MS screens outliers in the Pearson product moment spaceor what are called "correlation outliers"; as such the MS is formed on a different basis than the TW or the BP. We recommend the Mahalanobis Screen [MS] as it is part of the SAS/JMP APPs. The programming for the MS may be found in [18] and will thus aid respecting the simplicity dimension. As the MS is the third filter, it is not likely to be affected by extreme outliers. Our testing shows that the MS set at the 95% confident level and the 95% Pearson Probability Ellipses are essentially the same in the percentage detection of outliers.
Consider now the definition of the Return and Risk measures that are the standard fare for the FA in profiling the performance of firms traded in active markets.
RETURN AND RISK MEASURES

Excess Return Measures
Jensen's alpha, noted as J , is a measure of the market benchmarked excess return over the projected CAPM return. There are two ways to create J . When one has a timematched measure of the risk-free rate, such as the 30-day US Treasury Bill rate, one can create excess returns by subtracting the time matched risk-free rate from the firm and from the market return time series, and then run the usual -OLS regression; the intercept will be the measure of J . Another way, that we used, is to use the following formula due to [19] . These indices give the firm's average return over the average risk-free rate, noted as excess return, as a percentage of firm risk. The SPI is the excess return of the firm relative to its total risk, as measured by the standard deviation of the returns of the firm. The standard deviation of returns is the usual definition of total risk due to [20] . Thus, the SPI is a measure of excess return as a percentage of total firm risk. The TPI uses the same numerator as does the SPI, but divides it by the firm's period beta, which is, as discussed above, the index multiplier of the relative return of the firm compared to that of the market portfolio. In this sense, the TPI is excess return as a percentage of non-diversifiable risk or systematic risk, whereas the SPI is indexed on total riskexcess return relative to total firm risk. These are the standard performance-index comparisons that have been used for more than 45 years to judge the relative performance of organizations as calibrated on volatility or risk of the firm.
Risk Measures
The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) Beta, , is the slope of the OLS regression of the matched firm time series with the market where one uses for the market the S&P500. It is the classic measure proposed by Sharpe, and, aside from its use in the development of the CAPM as a theoretical construct as it relates to the EMH, is simply a ratio measure of co-variation relative to market variation where variation is the Markowitz surrogate for risk. In this way, when = 1 then the firm and the market have the same risk, when > 1 then the firm is riskier than is the market, and when < 1 the firm is less risky than the market. We will use in this relative risk/volatility sense which is a more general conceptualization than as the central CAPM feature where is used to generate the return projection:
. Simply said, is the slope of the -OLS regression, and is therefore the relational multiplier between the returns of the Firm and the Marketmatched time series.
Our measure of Idiosyncratic Risk is offered by [21] . Computationally it is: 
THE STUDY: VALIDATION HYPOTHESES AND RESULTS
The Accrual of Study Firms
Because our interest is in the effect of screens on the Return and Risk measures, we have selected a time in the market where we have an a-priori sense of market direction, and can therefore anticipate the effect of screening on the financial profiling measures. This will be important as an operational validity check on our results. For this reason we have selected the Internet-Bubble-Build-Up Period [hereafter the Bubble Period] from 1 January 1995 to 31 December 1999. This was a time when stocks were experiencing extraordinary growth-albeit unrealistic-and so we will have an a-prior expectation that screening for outliers will produce a mollification of Excess Returns as well as Relative Risk. Simply said: The three screens: TW, BP and MS should differentially screen high-side outliers in the Bubble Period and so reduce Excess Returns and attenuate Volatility and so reduce Relative Risk. We will use this a-priori expectation to validate the results that we generate using the three screens over the five market performance measures. 
Our Validation Hypotheses
There are several screening protocols that could be used. The screens could be individual i.e., only one screen, or applied in a sequence-i.e., in pairs or successively. For the three screens that we will be using, there are 15 such possibilities where order is considered. We have selected the following seven outlier-testing protocols:
No Screening, TW, BP, or MS applied individually TW&BP, the TW&MS TW&BP&MS.
In all cases, we have begun with the TW, which should create the widest or most liberal window, as it is variance driven, and outliers increase variance; we have ended with the MS screen as it is sensitive to extreme outliers, and therefore works more effectively as the last screen in a sequence. These selection conditions reduce the 15 screens to the six noted above. Also, there is only one screening application using the TW. Because the TW is set on the standard deviation of the series, re-screening using the TW would eventually "eliminate" most of the data. This is why trimmed mean applications are usually restricted to a firstpass-only.
Validation Information
As indicated above, we have selected the Bubble Period to research the effect of the screening protocols. Therefore, let us first present the validation information-i.e., the screens work as expected in the accrual period. Specifically, given the accrual period, we expect that the more points that are screened the lower will be the values of the Return and the Risk measures-that is to say, the value-slope will be negative with respect to the number of points removed.
For all of the Return and the Risk measures (with the exception of the TPI) the slope of the regression for the measured value relative to the number of data points removed by screening was in the expected negative direction, and was statistically significant at p < .1.
For example, consider the Plot of J : Fig. (1) . Jensen's alpha by points screened.
For this regression, the adjusted R 2 was 0.82 and the pvalue for the negative slope was 0.002, indicating that there is strong evidence that the more points that are screened the lower will be the estimate of excess return as measured by Jensen's . This confirms our a priori expectation for the accrual period, and is a positive affirmation/validation of the directional sensitivity of the various screens.
To determine the overall relationship between the five performance measures and the seven screening protocols, we first determined for each measure the number of points screened, and then ranked them from lowest to highest. This information is presented in Table 1 . Consistent with the information in Fig. (1) , Table 1 also provides confirmatory validation information in that:
1.
as expected, compared to No Screening, applying all three screens in series resulted in the fewest number of points for analysis. This information validates the sample as a typical characterization of the Bubble Period in that the screens follow their operational logic regarding the number of point differentially removed, and therefore provide the following context for the application of the various screens: The more points that are screened, the lower will be the Return and Risk profile. If this were not the case, it would call into question the operational functioning of the screens, and thus call into question the logic of using screens that seemed to be directionally insensitive to the five Return and Risk measures.
The critically important questions that we will now address based on this operationally validated dataset and screens are: (1) At what point in the application of these seven screens do we find that no outliers remain? (2) At what point, are the performance measures statistically significantly different compared to the No Screening protocol? and (3) Are there power differentials over the various screens? Consider these questions now. This information will be essential in rationalizing a Screening Rule that can be recommended to the FAs conducting market studies.
PRINCIPAL RESEARCH QUESTION AND RESULTS
The first question is, at what point do we stop detecting outliers? As we know from Table 1 , on average each of these screening protocols "progressively" removes a certain number of points, and this continues until the application of the final screen: WT&BP&MS. To further investigate this question, we examined over all the Return and Risk performance measures how often, after applying the WT and then the BP screen, that there were additional outlier points identified by the MS screen. Remarkably 100% of the time the MS screen identified outliers after the application of the WT followed by the BP. Therefore the first question has a clear answer. For our sample, WT&BP&MS always screens additional points compared to the WT&BP screen. This suggests that the final screen, WT&BP&MS, is recommended in order to rationalize or justify the use of the -OLS regression. We label the screen: WT&BP&MS the necessary screen. Further, as there is only one screen, it is the most efficient. Because it can be programmed to be parameterized by the inputted data, it is also simple.
The next question is the effectiveness issue: Are the five performance measures statistically significantly different as between the NO Screening alternative and the necessary screen. To answer this question see Table 2 following, where the median values under the two different screening protocols are contrasted using the conservative Wilcoxon Rank Sum test. The p-values reported are two-tailed. Discussion of the Screening results in Table 2 . The results of the statistical comparison between the No Screening protocol and the consecutive application of the WT, then the BP and finally the MS, i.e., the necessary screen WT&BP&MS, is dramatic and conclusive. In all five cases, there is a statistically significant result in the anticipated direction between the two screening protocols and therefore the screen is effective. The implication for the FA is that screening is needed to satisfy the -OLS regression requirements, and that this necessary screen will have a dramatic effect on the market performance profile of the firm. In so doing it will better serve the FA in developing investment recommendation strategies.
In summary, the WT&BP&MS screen removes the most points, on average 16.1%. In addition, the screen removes points at each screen application. Finally, the measured values of the Return and the Risk for the accrued firms are highly statistically different compared to the No Screening protocol. We offer that to best satisfy the -OLS regression requirement of drawing inference from data that is relatively outlier free, the FA should use the WT&BP&MS screen to measure the market profile performance statistics of Excess Return: J , SPI and TPI and Risk: and iRisk.
POWER INFORMATION
To finish our investigation, we have also investigated the relative power of the various screens. The test here is to determine if the detection power differs in an important way for the various screens. As introduced above, we know apriori that the Confidence Interval on the estimated parameters will shrink where the screens remove outliers because, in any practical case, the range will decrease and consequently the variation will decrease at a rate which will outpace the loss of power due to the reduction of the sample size.
Therefore, as a final piece of information, we are interested in determining if there is a detection or power effect between the three Single screens and the three Multiple screens. This is a conceptual robustness "What-ifAnalysis" regarding power. We have already determined that there is one effective and simple screen: WT&BP&MS. We now ask: If one had the choice of any of the screens, would there be power considerations in the selection?
To determine what actually happened in the power context for the five measured market performance measures relative to the six screens, we used both the differential effects on the IQR and the parametric Precision for over all the firms accrued. To be clear, we have six screening protocols; here we exclude the Non-Screening protocol, as we are interested in the screening effects given the results reported in Table 1 . Each of the six screening protocols develops a CI and has an IQR for the 98 firms for each of the five Return and Risk measures used in the study or 30 [6 x 5] CI and IQR measures for each firm. In Table 4 Table 3 Discussion. The two-tailed p-values make clear that there is no evidence that there is a power difference between the two screening groups tested. Both the IQR and the Width of the CIs are essentially the same for the two screening groupings: Single and Multiple Screens. For example, this result indicates that the average IQR over all the five market measures for all the firms tested is around 12 IQR units for both screen groups. The implication of this result is that there is no advantage in searching for screens interior to the final recommend screen: WT&BP&MS. This reinforces the conclusion of the study, namely: that the WT&BP&MS combination screens are not only simple to apply, efficient and effective, but also do not compromise power.
SUMMARY AND CONJECTURE FOR THE FUTURE: SUGGESTED EXTENSIONS
We began this study to determine if there was a particular outlier screen that FA could apply in conducting market studies using the -OLS regression as the inference generating model. We examined three screens:
1.
A Trimming Window the width of which was calibrated using the 95% Empirical Rule of the Mean ± 2 x [the standard deviation of the un-adjusted series]; this is a parametric window,
2. An outlier screen founded on the Box Plot which uses the Median and the IQR, and so is non-parametric in nature, and finally
3.
A Relational screen due to Mahalanobis which uses relational outliers from the two data sets.
The results are simply summarized as:
For the various screening protocols tested, the three-staged sequential screen: WT&BP&MS is efficient, simple, effective, and does not compromise power. This is the screen recommended independent of the Return and Risk market measures tested.
Discussion and Extension. Is this principal result the end of the screening investigation? The answer to this rhetorical question is, of course, No! We view this research report as the beginning of the collection of information that we hope will lead to Meta-Analyses addressing data preparation that will help the FA to better navigate in the data-streaming world where the modeling system of choice is the -OLS regression. We hope that other researchers will investigate not only other Return and Risk measures, but of course other time-event periods. In this latter regard, we recommend the post-Sarbanes-Oxley event space: 2003 to just before September 2008 when the Lehman Bros, LLP sub-prime debacle almost crashed the financial world; its effects are even being felt today! Another important event time period is the "Post-Sub-Prime-Debacle" that starts with the shocking revelations of massive defalcations and fraudulent reporting at the country level. One marks this at around 2009 to date; we are enamored with the Economist's acronym: the PIIGS Block: Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece and Spain whose actions may call into question the viability of the EURO.
Finally, thinking outside the " -OLS regression box", there is the possibility of changing the analytic information generation framework [25] by putting into play a two factor modeling system. If one can "re-invent" an asset pricing model around a regression that is not as sensitive to outliers perhaps with a different loss function, then possibly outlier screening issues can be rendered moot; this is the direction that effectively the Ben-Horim/Levy re-calibration of idiosyncratic risk offers. Moving away from the classic Markowitz definition of risk and moving to perhaps, the Knightian view of Uncertainty, will indeed be difficult; the -OLS regression inertia is pervasive and seems to be as close to the "immovable object" as any construct in finance. But perhaps we are at a point of departure from the market world envisaged by Sharpe [26] , Lintner [27] , and Mossin [28] .
To this end, we find Regression Ranking Models a viable and interesting "path-less-traveled". In this regard, we are enthusiastic about the work of [29] who note:
"We suggest the use of ranking-based evaluation measures for regression models, as a complement to the commonly used residualbased evaluation. We argue that in some cases, such as the case study we present, ranking can be the main underlying goal in building a regression model, and ranking performance is the correct evaluation metric. However, even when ranking is not the contextually correct performance metric, the measures we explore still have significant advantages: They are robust against extreme outliers in the evaluation set; and they are interpretable."
They continue referencing the work of [30] : "A commonly used definition of robustness in model fitting uses the concept of fitting breakdown point. The breakdown point of a fitting procedure is the % of data points that
